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Abstract
A digraph D = (V, A) with a k-colouring of its arcs ς : A → [k] is said to have a ς -kernel if there exists a subset K of V such
that there are no monochromatic uv-paths for any two vertices u, v ∈ K , but for every w ∈ V − K , there exists a vertex v ∈ K
such that there is a monochromatic wv-path in D. The panchromatic number, π(D), of D is the greatest integer k for which D
has a ς -kernel for every possible k-colouring of its arcs. D is said to be a panchromatic digraph if, for every k ≤ |A| and every
k-colouring ς : A → [k], D has a ς -kernel. In this paper we study the panchromaticity of cycles. In particular, we show that
even cycles are panchromatic and that π(C) = 2 when C is an odd cycle. We also set sufficient conditions, in terms of its induced
subdigraphs, for a digraph D to be panchromatic, and we show through counterexamples that these results cannot be improved.
c⃝ 2015 Kalasalingam University. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Let D be a digraph, D = (V, A). That is, a non-empty set V with an anti-reflexive relation A ⊆ V × V . We
call vertices the elements of V and arcs the elements of A. A directed path of length n in D is a sequence of distinct
vertices (v0, v1, . . . , vn) such that for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1}, (vi , vi+1) is an arc of D. A directed path with initial
vertex u and final vertex v is called a uv-path. If w is a vertex (resp. arc) on a uv-path P , we say that P traces the
vertex (resp. arc) w. A block B of D is a maximal induced subdigraph of D whose underlying graph is 2-connected.
A set of vertices K , K ⊆ V , is stable if for each pair of vertices u and v in K , we have (u, v) ∉ A and (v, u) ∉ A.
We say that a stable set K ⊆ V is a kernel if for every vertex v not in K , we have an arc from v to some vertex u
in K .
A k-colouring of the arcs of D is a function ς : F → [k] that assigns a colour from a set of k colours, to each arc
of D. A monochromatic path in D is a directed path whose arcs are coloured with the same colour. A k-colouring is
said to a proper colouring of D if there are no monochromatic paths of length greater than one which A subset K of
V is said to be ς -stable if for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ K , there are no monochromatic uv-paths. A set K ⊆ V is
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said to be ς -absorbent if for every vertex u ∈ V \ K , there is a uv-monochromatic path for some vertex u ∈ K . In
this case, we will say that u is ς -absorbed by K .
A ς -kernel of D is a set of vertices of D which is both ς -stable and ς -absorbent. Of course, the existence of
ς -kernels in an arc-coloured digraph D strongly depends on the colouring given to the arcs of D.
A panchromatic digraph is a digraph that has a ς -kernel for each possible colouring ς of its arcs. The panchromatic
number of D, denoted π(D), is the greatest natural number k such that D has a ς -kernel for each k-colouring ς of its
arcs.
Naturally, the concepts of ς -stable set, ς -absorbing set and ς -kernel arise as a generalization of formerly known
concepts; namely, those of stable set, absorbing set (also called dominating set) and kernel. Dominating sets in
undirected graphs have been widely studied in [1,2]. The study of kernels in digraphs began in 1944, when Von
Neumann and Morgenstern introduced the concept of kernel in [3]. In that context, a kernel represents a set of winning
positions in a game. Almost forty years later, in 1982, the concept of ς -kernel makes its first appearance in [4]. In that
paper, Sands, Sauer and Woodrow prove the existence of a ς -kernels for each 2-colouring of the arcs of a digraph.
In [4] Sands et al. also lay out the following question: does a 3-coloured tournament without tricoloured 3-cycles
have a ς -kernel? The question remained unanswered until 1988, when Minggang determined sufficient conditions
for the existence of such kernel in [3]. In [5] Galeana-Sa´nchez established sufficient conditions for the existence of
ς -kernels in edge-coloured tournaments. More results on ς -kernels in different classes of digraphs can be found in
[6–9]. Finally, in [10] Galeana-Sa´nchez and Strausz introduce the concept of panchromatic digraph. In [10] some
classes of panchromatic digraphs are defined and upper bounds for the panchromatic number are laid down. We
extend the work of Galeana-Sa´nchez and Strausz by defining new classes of panchromatic digraphs.
Section 1 of this paper is dedicated solely to cycles. We shall show that the panchromatic number of odd cycles is
exactly 2, and that even cycles are panchromatic digraphs.
In Section 2 we study the panchromaticity of certain classes of digraphs that can be decomposed into panchromatic
digraphs. We shall say that these digraphs are locally panchromatic digraphs.
2. Panchromaticity in cycles
Let us begin by proving that
Proposition 1. If D is an odd cycle, then π(D) = 2.
Proof. Let D be an odd cycle with vertex set V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn = v0}. It is clear that D has no kernel. We
will show a proper 3-colouring of the arcs of D. Define F1 = {(vi , vi+1) ∈ A : i is even, i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 3}},
F2 = {(vi , vi+1) ∈ A : i is odd, i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2}}. Let us colour all the arcs in F1 with red, all the arcs in F2 with
green, and colour the arc (vn−1, v0) with blue. It is straightforward to see that this is a proper colouring of the arcs of
D, and since D has no kernel, it cannot have a ς -kernel with this colouring. Thus π(D) ≠ 3. Dividing the chromatic
classes of D, we can obtain a proper k-colouring with each k ∈ {4, . . . ,m}. Therefore π(D) = 2. 
Corollary 2. Odd cycles are not panchromatic digraphs.
Proposition 3. If D is an even cycle, then D is panchromatic
Proof. Let D be an even cycle and let ς be a colouring of its arcs. If ς is a proper colouring, then D has a ς -kernel
since it has a kernel. If ς is a 1-colouring or a 2-colouring, then D has a ς -kernel [4]. We may then assume that ς is
neither a proper colouring nor a k-colouring, k ∈ {1, 2}.
Let {v0, v1, . . . , vn = v0} be the vertex set of D, labelled in such a way that (vi , vi+1) ∈ A, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}.
We say that a uv-path P is maximal monochromatic if it is monochromatic and every arc in N−({u}) ∪ N+({v}) is
coloured with a different colour than the arcs of P . Let us note that, since D is a cycle and ς is a k-colouring with
k ≥ 3, two maximal monochromatic paths do not share more than one vertex, if at all. We define M as the class of all
maximal monochromatic paths in D with length equal or greater than two.
We say that a uv-path P is a proper link if u and v are the final and initial vertices of two maximal monochromatic
paths respectively, and no two consecutive arcs in P are the same colour.
We define H+ as the class of all proper links of even length in D, and H− as the class of all proper links of odd
length is D.
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Fig. 2.1. An even cycle decomposed in elements of T . T1 and T3 are in M , while T2 and T4 are in H− and H+ respectively. Coloured black, the
vertices of K .
Let T = M ∪ H+ ∪ H−. To simplify notation, we shall label the elements of T in such a way that T = {P0, P1,
. . . , Pp} where the final vertex of Pi is the initial vertex of Pi+1 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p}. This is possible because D
is a cycle. Since ς is not a proper colouring nor a 1-colouring, T must have at least two elements. Note that D can be
expressed as the union of all elements in T . That is, every vertex in D is in at least one path Pi ∈ T (see Fig. 2.1).
For each path Pi ∈ T , Pi = (v j , v j+1, . . . , v j+k) we define a possibly empty set Ki as follows:
Ki = {v j+1, v j+3, . . . , v j+k−1} if Pi ∈ H+
Ki = {v j+2, v j+4, . . . , v j+k−1} if Pi ∈ H−
Ki = {v j+k−1} if Pi ∈ M and Pi+1 ∈ M ∪ H+.
Ki = {v j+k} if Pi ∈ M and Pi+1 ∈ H−.
Claim. K = ∪pi=1 Ki is a ς -kernel in D.
To prove that K is ς -absorbing, let us consider a vertex v j ∈ V \ K and proceed case by case.
Case 1: v j is a vertex on a proper link of even length Pi ∈ H+.
Clearly v j is ς -absorbed by v j+1.
Case 2: v j is a vertex on a proper link of odd length Pi ∈ H−.
We have that v j is ς -absorbed by v j+1, or v j is the initial vertex of Pi . In the latter case, v j is also the final vertex
of Pi−1. Clearly Pi−1 cannot be a proper link. That is, Pi−1 ∈ M and thus v j ∈ Ki−1 ⊆ K , which is not possible
since v j ∈ V \ K .
Case 3: v j is a vertex on a maximal monochromatic path Pi ∈ M and Pi+1 ∈ H−.
Clearly v j is ς -absorbed by the final vertex of Pi .
Case 4: v j is a vertex on a maximal monochromatic path Pi ∈ M and Pi+1 ∈ M ∪ H+.
We have that v j is ς -absorbed by the second-to-last vertex on Pi or v j is the last vertex of Pi . In the latter case, v j
must be the initial vertex of Pi+1. Now, if Pi+1 ∈ M , then v j is ς -absorbed by the second-to-last or the last vertex of
Pi+1 (none of this vertices is v j , since in this case Pi+1 has length greater than or equal to two). If Pi+1 ∈ H+ we
refer the reader to case 1. If Pi+1 ∈ H− then we refer the reader to case 2.
To prove that K is ς -stable, let us consider two vertices vi , v j ∈ K and suppose that there is a monochromatic
viv j -path P . Note that, by the construction of K , vi and v j cannot both be on a monochromatic path Pi ∈ M . Thus,
P must have only one arc. That is, v j = vi+1 which is not possible since, by construction, no two consecutive vertices
of D are in K . Hence, K is ς -stable and therefore it is a ς -kernel in D. 
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Let us note that in the previous proof the fact that D has even length was only used in the case where D has a
proper colouring of its arcs. The construction of the ς -kernel of D is valid for any cycle with a colouring of its arcs
that is not proper, regardless of its length. From this, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4. If D is a cycle and ς is a colouring of its arcs that is not proper, then D has a ς -kernel.
3. Locally panchromatic digraphs
In this section, we will study some locally panchromatic digraphs. That is digraphs that can be decomposed
into panchromatic digraphs. Specifically, digraphs that may be expressed as unions or Zykov sums of panchromatic
digraphs. Through this section we will show that it is only necessary that certain induced sub-digraphs of a digraph D
are panchromatic for D itself to be panchromatic. In Propositions 5 and 6 we define sufficient conditions for the union
of panchromatic digraphs to be panchromatic. In Proposition 7 we prove that asymmetric digraphs whose blocks are
all transitive are panchromatic digraphs. In Proposition 8 we study briefly the panchromaticity of Zykov sums. As it
is shown with counter-examples, none of these results can be improved.
Proposition 5. Let E = {E1, E2, . . . , En} be a family of panchromatic digraphs and let D = ∪ni=1 Ei . If for each
v ∈ Ei ∩ E j , with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have that δ−D(v) = 0, then D is a panchromatic digraph.
Proof. We shall proceed by induction over the cardinality of E . If D = E1 then D is panchromatic.
Let us suppose that if D = ∪ki=1 Ei , k < n, where {Ei : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}} is a family of panchromatic digraphs
satisfying the hypothesis, then D is panchromatic.
Let us consider a digraph D = ∪ni=1 Ei , where {E1, E2, . . . , En} is a family of panchromatic digraphs satisfying
the hypothesis. Let D1 = E1 and D2 = ∪ni=2 Ei . Let ς be an arbitrary colouring of the arcs of D. Clearly, D1 is a
panchromatic digraph and by inductive hypothesis, so is D2. Thus, D1 has a ς -kernel K1 and D2 has a ς -kernel K2.
Consider the sets U1 = {v ∈ V (D1) ∩ V (D2) : v ∈ K1 and v ∉ K2} and U2 = {v ∈ V (D1) ∩ V (D2) : v ∈ K2 y v ∉
K1}. Define K = (K1 ∪ K2) \ (U1 ∪U2).
Claim. K is a ς -kernel of D.
Let us begin by proving that K is ς -stable. Suppose that it is not, then there must exist a monochromatic uw-path,
T , for a pair of vertices u and w in K . Clearly u and w cannot both be in K1, nor can they both be in K2, since these
sets are ς -stable and δ−(v) = 0 for all v ∈ V (D1) ∩ V (D2). Without loss of generality, we may assume that u ∈ K1
and w ∈ K2. That is, u ∈ V (D1) \ V (D2) and w ∈ V (D2) \ V (D1). Note that every path from V (D1) \ V (D2) to
V (D2) has to trace a vertex v ∈ V (D1) ∩ V (D2), which leads us to a contradiction, since δ−D(v) = 0. Therefore, K
is ς -stable (see Fig. 3.1).
To prove that K is ς -absorbing, let us consider a vertex u ∈ V (D1) \ K . Let v ∈ V (D1) ∩ V (D2). Since
δ−D(v) = 0 then there are no uv-paths in D. In particular, there are no uv′-paths in D for all v′ ∈ (U1 ∪ U2), since
(U1 ∪ U2) ⊆ V (D1) ∩ V (D2). Recall that K1 is a ς -kernel of D1. This implies the existence of a monochromatic
uw-path, for some vertex w ∈ N1. Since w is not in (U1 ∪ U2), then w ∈ N1 \ (U1 ∪ U2) ⊆ N . Thus, u is absorbed
through a monochromatic path by N . The case where u ∈ V (D2) \ N is analogous. Therefore N is ς -absorbing. 
Proposition 6. Let E = {E1, E2, . . . , En} be a family of panchromatic digraphs and let D = ∪ni=1 Ei . If for each
v ∈ Ei ∩ E j , with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have that δ+D(v) = 0, then D is a panchromatic digraph.
Proof. We shall proceed by induction over the cardinality of E . If D = E1 then D is panchromatic.
Let us suppose that if D = ∪ki=1 Ei , k < n, where {Ei : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}} is a family of panchromatic digraphs
satisfying the hypothesis, then D is panchromatic.
Consider a digraph D = ∪ni=1 Ei , where {E1, E2, . . . , En} is a family of panchromatic digraphs satisfying the
hypothesis. Define D1 = E1 and D2 = U ni=2 Ei . Let ς be a colouring of the arcs of D. Clearly, D1 is a panchromatic
digraph and by inductive hypothesis so is D2. Thus, D1 has a ς -kernel K1 and D2 has a ς -kernel K2. Consider a
vertex v ∈ V (D1) ∩ V (D2). Sin δ+(v) = 0, there are no monochromatic vu-paths in D for every u ∈ V (D). Then,
necessarily v ∈ N1 and v ∈ N2. Since v was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that V (D1) ∩ V (D2) ⊆ N1 ∩ N2. It is
straightforward to see that K = K1 ∪ K2 is a ς -kernel of D. 
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Fig. 3.1. Diagram of D showing how K ς -absorbs the vertices in V \ K . Monochromatic paths are shown as arrows.
Proposition 7. If D is an asymmetric digraph such that all of its blocks are transitive, then D is panchromatic.
Proof. We shall proceed by induction over the amount of blocks of D. If D has only one block, then D is transitive
by hypothesis and thus it is panchromatic.
Let us suppose that, if D is an asymmetric digraph with k distinct blocks, k < n, which are all transitive, then D is
a panchromatic digraph.
Let D be an asymmetric digraph with n distinct blocks, where each block is transitive. Let ς be a colouring of the
arcs of D. Let {B1, B2, . . . , Bn} be set of all blocks in D. We may suppose that B1 has a unique cut vertex (B1 is a
terminal block). We define V2 = {v ∈ V : v ∈ V (Bi ), i ∈ {2, . . . , n}} and consider D2 = [V2]. It is clear that D2
has n − 1 distinct blocks. Let D1 = B1.
Notice that ς induces a colouring on the arcs of D1 and D2. Since D1 is transitive by hypothesis, it follows that it
has a ς -kernel K1. By inductive hypothesis, D2 has a ς -kernel K2. Let {v} = V (D1) ∩ V2. We proceed case by case.
Case 1: v ∉ K1 ∪ K2.
Let K = K1 ∪ K2. Clearly K is ς -absorbing in D. We will prove by contradiction that K is ς -stable. Let us
suppose that there is a monochromatic uw-path with u ∈ K1 and w ∈ K2. This implies the existence of a uv-path
P . Since v ∈ V (D1) and K1 is a ς -kernel of D1, then there must exist a monochromatic vu′-path for some vertex
u′ ∈ K1. Let P ′ be this path. Since D1 is transitive, then (u, v) ∈ A(D1) and (v, u′) ∈ A(D1).
If u = u′, then (u, v) is a symmetrical arc, which is forbidden by hypothesis.
If u ≠ u′, then (u, u′) ∈ A(D1), which contradicts that K1 is ς -stable.
Thus, K is ς -stable and therefore it is a ς -kernel of D.
Case 2: v ∈ K1 and v ∉ K2.
We define W as the set of vertices in V (D1) \ K1 that are only ς -absorbed by the vertex v. Formally:
W = {w ∈ V (D1) \ K1: there are no monochromatic wu-paths, u ∈ K1 \ {v}}
We define W ′ ⊆ W as the set of vertices in W that are not ς -absorbed by K2. That is:
W ′ = {w ∈ W : there are no monochromatic wu-paths, u ∈ N2}
Notice that, since D1 is transitive,

W ′

is transitive. Then,

W ′

has a ς -kernel KW ′ .
Claim. K = (K1 − {v}) ∪ KW ′ ∪ K2 is a ς -kernel of D (see Fig. 3.2).
Let us begin by proving that K is ς -stable. Seeking a contradiction, let us suppose that there exists a monochromatic
uv-path P , with u ∈ K2. We have that P traces at least one cut vertex of D (e.g. v). Let v′ be the first cut vertex
different from u traced by P . It is straightforward to see that both u and v′ are in some block B j , with j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
Then, v′ is ς -absorbed by the set K2 ∩ V (B j ). Thus, there exists a symmetrical arc in B j or there is an arc between
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Fig. 3.2. Diagram of D (in case 2) showing how K ς -absorbs the vertices in V \ K . Monochromatic paths are shown as arrows.
two vertices in K2 ∩ V (B j ), leading us to a contradiction in both cases. Thus, there are no monochromatic paths from
K2 to K1 \ {v}1; nor from K2 to KW ′ .
Suppose that there is a monochromatic uw-path, u ∈ K1 \ {v} and w ∈ KW ′ . By construction, there is a wv-path
in D1. This implies that (u, v) ∈ A(D1), contradicting the fact that K1 is ς -stable. Therefore, there cannot be paths
from K1 \ {v} to KW ′ .
Notice that every path from V (D1)\{v} to K2 has to trace v. Then there are no monochromatic paths from K1 \{v}
to K2 (recall that K1 is ς -stable). By construction there are no monochromatic paths from KW ′ to K1 \ {v}, nor from
KW ′ to K2. Since K1 \ {v}, KW ′ and K2 are ς -stable, we have that K is ς -stable.
We will show that K is ς -absorbing. Clearly, each vertex in V (D2) is ς -absorbed by K2. By construction, for each
w ∈ W \W ′ there exists a monochromatic wu-path, with u ∈ K2; and each vertex in W ′ is ς -absorbed by KW ′ . Lastly,
also by construction, there exists a monochromatic uw-path, u ∈ K1\{v}, for each vertexw ∈ V (D1)\(K1\{v}∪W ).
Thus, K is ς -absorbing and therefore it is a ς -kernel of D.
Case 3: v ∈ N1 ∩ N2.
It is straightforward to see that K = K1 ∪ K2 is a ς -kernel of D.
We have shown that D has a ς -kernel in each of the three possible cases. Therefore, D is a panchromatic
digraph. 
Even though the conditions on Proposition 7 may seem strong, the proposition does not hold should we weaken
any of them. It is easy to see that a digraph is transitive if and only if it is quasi-transitive and kernel-perfect. Thus,
we can rephrase Proposition 7 as follows: If D is an asymmetric digraph such that all of its blocks are quasi-transitive
and kernel-perfect, then D is a panchromatic digraph.
Fig. 3.3 shows two digraphs that are not panchromatic: the digraph in (a) has quasi-transitive and asymmetrical
blocks, but one of them is not kernel-perfect; the digraph in (b) has quasi-transitive and kernel-perfect blocks, but one
of them is not asymmetrical. This shows that it is necessary for the blocks of D to be asymmetrical and kernel-perfect
for Proposition 7 to hold.
Additionally, the blocks need to be quasi-transitive. To show this, we will make a brief analysis of the edge-coloured
digraph of Fig. 3.4. We shall call D this digraph. Notice that D is asymmetric and it is a 2-connected digraph, meaning
that if has only one block. We shall prove that D is kernel-perfect and that it does not have a ς -kernel with the given
colouring.
We define for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the set Vi = {vi , ui }. Notice that each vertex in Vi is joined to each vertex in
Vi+2 by a monochromatic path of length 2, taking the indices modulo 4. Additionally, D has no monochromatic paths
of length greater or equal than 3. Thus, if we suppose that D has a ς -kernel N and that vi ∈ N (alt ui ∈ N ), then
vi+2 ∉ N and ui+2 ∉ N . This means that no vertex in Vi+1 is ς -absorbed by N and therefore, N cannot be a ς -kernel
of D. It follows that D has no ς -kernel with this colouring.
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Fig. 3.3. Two arc-coloured digraphs without ς -kernels.
Fig. 3.4. A 2-connected asymmetric digraph without a ς -kernel.
Now, we shall show that D is kernel-perfect. It is easy to see that D is the Zykov sum

C Vi where C is a
directed 4-cycle, and the sets Vi are defined as above. Recall that even cycles are kernel-perfect and the Zykov sum of
kernel-perfect digraphs over a kernel-perfect digraph is in turn kernel-perfect [11].
Summing up, D is an asymmetric, kernel-perfect digraph that is not quasi-transitive and D it has no ς -kernel. It
follows that the quasi-transitivity of the blocks is a necessary hypothesis for Proposition 7 to be true.
Proposition 8. Let G be a transitive asymmetric digraph with vertex set V = {v1, . . . , vn}, and let {Di : i ∈
{1, . . . , n}} be a indexed family of digraphs. Let KG be a kernel in G and J = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : vi ∈ KG}. If each D j
is panchromatic for every j ∈ J , then D =G Di is panchromatic.
Proof. Let us consider ς , a colouring of the arcs of D. For each j ∈ J , let K j be a ς -kernel in D j . Consider
K = ∪ j∈J K j .
Claim. K is a ς -kernel in D.
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Fig. 3.5. The Zykov sum over a transitive asymmetric digraph G. The terms of the sum D2 and D4, corresponding to the vertices if a kernel of G,
are panchromatic digraphs.
To prove that K is ς -absorbing, consider a vertex u ∈ V (D) \ K . If u ∈ V (D j ), for some j ∈ J , then clearly u
is ς -absorbed by a vertex in K j ⊆ K . We can thus suppose that for every j ∈ J , u ∉ D j . That is, u ∈ Di for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\ J . Since KG is a kernel in G, there exists a vertex v j ∈ V (G), j ∈ J , such that (vi , v j ) ∈ A(G). Then,
if D j is the term of the sum corresponding to v j , we have that (u, w) ∈ A(D), for each w ∈ V (D j ). In particular,
there is an arc (u, w) ∈ A(D) for some vertex w ∈ K j . Hence, K is ς -absorbing.
Now, looking for a contradiction, let us suppose that K is not ς -stable. That is, there are two vertices u ∈ V (D j )
and w ∈ V (Dk), j, k ∈ J , joined by a monochromatic uw-path in D. If j ≠ k, then there must be a v jvk-path in G.
This implies that (v j , vk) ∈ A(G), since G is a transitive digraph, which contradicts the stability of KG . If j = k,
then there is a cycle in G containing the vertex v j . It is straightforward to see that cycles in transitive digraphs have
symmetrical arcs which are forbidden by hypothesis. Thus, there are no two vertices in K joined by a monochromatic
path. Therefore, K is ς -stable. 
The following corollary is a weak version of Proposition 8 with a simpler phrasing.
Corollary 9. If D is the sum of panchromatic digraphs over a transitive asymmetric digraph. Then D is panchromatic
(see Fig. 3.5).
Note that, even if the class of transitive digraphs is a subclass of the class containing all panchromatic digraphs,
the former result cannot be generalized to sums over panchromatic digraphs. That is, the Zykov sum of panchromatic
digraphs over a panchromatic digraph is not necessarily a panchromatic digraph. We have shown that the arc-coloured
digraph in Fig. 3.4 is the Zykov sum of panchromatic digraphs over an even cycle but it does no have a ς -kernel.
It follows from Proposition 8 that panchromatic digraphs cannot be characterized through forbidden subdigraphs,
since no conditions are set for the terms of the Zykov sum that do not correspond to vertices on the kernel of G.
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